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~ates= 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, fno refunds if cant'!ellcd
before five lnserlionsl. Classified lld·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
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Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
Classified A.dvert111ing, UNI'tf Box 20.
Albt:iq\•erque, N .M.
87131.
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LOST TAPESTRY CHANGE purse near
Harry's, Sentimental, 262-0674.
10/24

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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1.

PERSONALS

LOST: Large white Samoyd-Malnmutc cross
from 409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Rew11rd for
return, Please call 262-0444.
11/3

3. SERVICES
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec, 6. Prepare now, call Professional Educators of New
Mexico, Inc, 255-4050,
11/14

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST,- studetliS!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pu~hprocessing of !lim. Contact
sheets or custom proo£s. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717Girard Blvd NE.
lfn

o

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frlends who care at Birthright 247-9819,
trn

:><'

TAROT PALM:' I-CHING readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642,
10/30

.-~-

NOT PLANNING' on flunking out of school but doing it anyway? Call AGORA, 277.3013,
10/24

WANTED 15 to 24 month old infants to participate in study ol how babies learn. For more information call Or. Harnick weekdays at the Psychology Dept. UNM 277-4209.
10/27
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WANT TO RENT garage near campus for car
storage, 277-5287.
10/30

r-t. HAPPY, HAPPY, HAPPY, Happy Birthday 1
~ Jess, Tom.

ej

Poi

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SUSAN,
Nurse. Love, Wolrgang,

10/24
Ace Student
10/24

PASSPORT, IDENTifiCATION photos. Lowest
prices in town, Fast, pleasing, Near UNM, Call
?.65-2444 ~;~rcome to 1717 Girard Blvd N .E.

.

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292.

11/4

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344.

10/27

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric, Guaranteed ac~uracy with reasonable rates, 298-7147,

BICYCLES- Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes, Gitanes $115; BerUns $l65, Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-spced adjustment $10, R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE .
843·9278.
tfn
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems.
on sate now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central N FJ, 268-8455,
12/4

SENSIBLE TRANSPORTATION gcts2Qo;;;pg:
Q\!iet, European motorblcycles $385, First 15
buyers $15 off, 256-7285,
1027
AM/FM S-track recorder with all Lhe goodies .
- 11/14
$9.86 per month, 256-3505,
LIKE NEW SET Britannica Encyclopedias, $100,
243-5447 home, 277-2409 office. 956 Duena Vista

SE, Apt L211.

10/24

CLOSING OUT Stereo D~partment. Stereo
. Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 500,-I:J off. All reasonable
offers accepted, Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,

256-3505,

11/14

NECCHI z-IGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes,
blindhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of

$4.00, 262-0637.

11/14

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. certified instruction & coordination of group purchases. For
~ation write P.O. Box: 26026,87125.
10/27
ACCURATE HAND·DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4.0_0. Interpretations, $15. Unique birthday,
Christmas gift. Professional Astrologer, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247,
10/80

tim nd17-bc3, saturday is getting closer. , ,
Pay Me!
10/24

10/24

MARY -Cheapskate, Huh! I'll buy you a combination pizza with everything on it at Carrara's.
Just name the time, Nick,
10/24

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedr~ SE. 265-0335, Color TVs, tape docks, stereo,

266·3833.

amphf!ers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms,
10°A> dlscaunt for students with ID. Quick service.
UsedTVsforsale,
11/5

LEVI'S BLUE JEAN big bells always at Tho
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. trn

ACTORS. It you have talent, the world needs
to know-we hnvtJ the place, , . Call Toby

296-7555,

10/28

2. LOST & FOUND
LOST: Ring setting with Squai-e turquoise ston;
in tenter. Ann, 255·1936.
10/27

FOUND; MECHANICAL PENCIL, Mitchell Hnll:
Rm 110. Call256·3479 nftcr 7;00 pm.
10/27

4.

SHARE HOUSE with graduate students. Ncar
UNM $60 plus utilities. 842-0265 after 6:00. 10/24
EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 month, utilities

paid, 508 5th St. SW. 266-1402/842·6162 after 5,30
p.m.
10/29
YALE & CENTRAL SE, s'tudcnt preferred. O.nebdrm deluxe, $160. Two-bdrm $200. 268-0525.

FOUND: 2 month old female kitten, white
W/gray. 200 block Stanford, 266-4564.
10/27

10/30

LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hall, 266."

5.

5122.

10/30

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in
need of good home. Tom 292-0423,
10/30

LOST: FEMALE Irish Setter 3·yrs old. Silver

FOR RENT

FORSALE

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring centt:r,
Quality 10-spced bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9HIO.
tfn

Suppart Laba
Advertisers

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most
Used B&W's/good condition/ keep calling

We stock the •
J?OSt complete selection
of wines, liquors,
and beer in the state.
Special discounts to
fraternities and sororities.

10/30

TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8-10. Go-cart, $25,
298-7065.
10/30
NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2 lens like new
$195, 842-8517 evenings.
10/29
LEARN TO FLY-Hang glider; harness;
lessons-complete package $325. Jay 265-9472,
Dave 292·0459.
10/29
"SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale. Call

265-6495.

6.

10/30

EMPLOYMENT

Located in
Winrock Center
35 Winrock
Center NE

DRUMMER WANTED Cor metal guitar trio.
Must be hot and nasty and willing to travel, 266·

2127.

10/29

298-7811

~---~-

Fevv Tokers
oin Smoke-In;
udent Arrested

By Jon Bowman
marijuana smoke·in on the
Mall Friday drew a handful
smokers, a few campus
men lind about 250 in·
l.ill-F!Sl€!d bystanders, including
members of the local

student, Joseph Mandato,.
'was arrested for possession of
· than an ounce of pot.·
smoke-in, which began at
dragged to a halt around
p.m. It was highlighted by
arrival of three individuals
jfdiessed as walking "joints."
h no group claimed
of the event, it was
II~~~::~~::~;~~~:p organized
by some
IHI'NIYJ phi.losoplly students who
to protest the illegal
of marijuana. ParJitirlipation in the actual smoke-in
meager as most of the Mall
was content to watch.
watching was a small conof UNM campus police
mingled among the studenputting out as many joints as
could find. Two officers,
Ansley and Robert Van
arrested Mandato after he
produced a lid of

marijuana and began to roll a
joint from it. His arrest brought
scattered catcalls from the
surrounding crowd.
''I'm sure this served a purpose," said Pete James, campus
police inspector. "These people
wanted to draw attention to the
legalization of marijuana. They
certainly got a reaction."
James, who said he disagreed
with the staging of the event,
noted that it "did 'create a lot of
discussion groups.
"I was. starting to feel like an
instructor out there talking to a
bunch of students," he said.
David Montague, an ASUNM
senator who :was on the Mall, said
he felt sorry for the police. As
Montague was talking, an officer
in front of him was given a lit
joint which the officer threw on
the ground and extinguished.
Another student on the scene,
Steve Terrell, said he was disappointed at the small turnout.
"It seemed like there were
only ten smokers and about ten
thousand cameras," Terrell said.
"This is the death knell of
student activism."
He added, "In the good old

eagan Is Undecided
Presidential Bid

•
IS

g

By Joseph Monahan
lFor1mer California Governor Ronald Reagan will announce his canll!il~acv for the Republican nomin.ation in one month if he decides to
'''"''C"''" President Ford.
~,R1~ag1tn spent part of his weekend campaigning in Albuquerque
continually stressed the i!Tlportance of reducing the ~iz~ of
l~1ivernm~nt and freeing restraints from the business commumty tmby government agencies.
.
:Rea,gan said he has not made up his mind for 1976 but he is expected
ltl~~ente1 the New Hampshire and Florida presidential primaries. He
greeted here by New Mexico Congressman Manuel Lujan who

has been a longtime Reagan
admirer. Lujan, at a recent
press conference, issued a mild
statement of support for President Ford.
During a speech before the
American Association of Com·
merce and Industry Reagan hit
hard on the "myth surrounding
inflation." "There is only one
Sure, we're looking for highly qualified
cause for inflation ... government
you're more highly qualified than you think.
young men and women to perform the more
continuing year in and year out
We have all kinds of jobs for all kinds of
to spending more moriey than
than 300 good jobs the Army has to offer.
people and chances are we have one for you.
government
takes in. That is the
And we've been successful. In the last two
You have nothing to lose and you stand to gain
cause
of
inflation
and there's only
years without the draft, over 400,000 young
a whole new life of travel, challenge, good pay
one cure--a balanced budget," he
Americans have chosen to serve in the Army.
said.
and a host of other benefits that most civilian
We've been so successful that some young
Reagan, 64, told reporters
jobs can't match.
people have doubts that they can qualify. Why
New
York City does not deserve
Step up into the good life now. See or call
federal aid until they come up
not accept the challenge and see if you can
\,
your local Army representative for a personal
qualify?
with a comprehensive plan that
Photo hy Ilan Ht·rrl'r:t
interview. We'll bet he has an offer you can't
will
lead the city to fiscal solven·
Ronald Reagan
You probably will be surprised to find that
refuse.
·Later he told a Republican party breakfast, "I am glad the Demo·
are holding their convention in New York, that will show them
all their spending programs led to."
questioned about' Senate Bill One, a total rewrite. of ~he
•••uer" criminal code which has been attacked for allegedly vwlatmg
Bill of Rights, Reagan said he was not familiar with the measure
Said he would get a copy of the proposed legislation.
l"''"l2:1ln looked his 64 years and appeared to have his hair dyed and
be Wearing make·up.
said gun control legislation banning the manufacture of han·
and other legislation "now before the ?on!?ress" are not
rnecessar·v despite the role of guns in recent assassmatwn attempts on
ent Ford's life.
A. former film actor, Reagan will accept Secret Service protection if
When he officially declares his candidacy. He has had Secre! Ser·.
assistance
in the
past and while in Albuquerque he satd he
,____________________::,_____.:___________~--------~~----------------------~~------J IDeliiev.o,
"it is a fine
organization.''

vollmleen

256·7475 766·2251
298·6786

!Continued on lJage 5}
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A joint summit conference at Friday's smoke-in.

days, the students would have
torn the police apart before they
let someone be arrested."
George Maxwell, a spokesman
for the UNM chapter of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML), said his group took no
part in the smoke-in.
"It was a futile gesture," Max·

well said. "There is no nexus bet·
ween smoking grass at the
University and trying to have it
decriminalized.
"I would doubt very seriously
if this had any effect," he said,
"and if it had an effect, it was ad·
verse."
Maxwell said he is not opposed
to the idea of smoke·ins, but he

New Mexico

DAILY
Monday, October 27, 1975

said they should be carefully
staged.
"If this had been held
somewhere like at City Hall, or in
front of the police station or in
(Albuquerque) Mayor Harry Kinney's office, it would have been a
beautiful act of civil disobedien·
ce," he said.
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Budding Bird-Brain Breeders

fl

I

Pigeon Show: Name Droppings
the world, pigeons are the best
By Mike Gallagher
listeners.
A pigeon will only coo
City dwellers like to think they
know all about pigeons; if you to the gentle words of old people·
spent half your life kicking -"On the table 12 hours, I never
pigeons out of your way and· thought I'd pull through."
Pigeon breeders are pretty
paying dry cleaning bills, you
much
like horse breeders and a
would have a lot to say about
pigeon
show is much like a horse
pigeons.
Even the word, pigeon, is a show. The competition is fierce
deprecatin'g term; a pigeon is a and the show is sanctioned, of
shnook, an easy mark; a "greasy course, by the National Pigeon
pigeon" is a girl who can chew Association (NPA).
The Junior class pigeon com·
bubble gum, smoke a cigarette
petition
was held Saturday at the
and make out with "Tough Tony"
State Fair Grounds and boys and
all at the same time.
To the old duffer who sits on girls crowded around the judges,
the park bench, throwing bread egging their birds on.
Mike Maya, 14 years old and
crumbs and discussing the fate of

very pigeon·wise, has been
raising the birds for almost six
years. H was und'er his tutelage
that two LOBO staff members
heard all they wanted to hear
about pigeons.
"These aren't your commons
(street pigeons). Some of these
birds have been bred since An·
cient Egypt," Mike said as the
tour began. "This is a magpie
pigeon, the long neck is its most
important characteristic. The
condition of the feathers is im·
portant too."
"It looks like a Magpie," one
LOBO reporter observed. During
the show, sparrows perched on
the rafters and sometimes they
would swoop down and try to
steal food from the pigeon cages.
The sparrows were enjoying
their freedom, and kept everyone
ducking.
"Most pigeons were bred in
England and India," Mike said.
"This one is an Oriental Frill; its
beak is too small so it can't feed
. its young. If you want to raise
them you have to get foster
parents."
·
"Looks like a club boxer I once
knew," the reporter said.
Mike ignored the remark and
continued, "This is a longfaced
cleanlegged Tumbler. I own 25
pigeons. This is a Red Garneau
and this is a Giant Homer;
they're utility birds."
"What's a utility bird?" be was
'asked.
"You eat them," Mike ,an·
swered. "You can pay up to $200
!Continued on page 2)
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Zimmerman Check-Out Policies
For Faculty, Students Examined
By Howard Pace

The Committee on Library
Loan Policies is investigating
0
....:1 several complaints that Zim:>, merman's circulation system for
·~
books and periodicals is not
H working.
0

,.c

-"'
0
<.>

"There have heen some comX
plaints on library policy," said
:;s Edg11r Cordoba, secretary of the
il: committee and also circulation
librarian at Zimmerman. He said
the
complaints have centered on
C<l"
the difficulty students and
0.0 faculty encounter when they
p, want to check out a book which
has already been taken out by
someone else.
"We now have a policy that
faculty can use our books for a
full academic year and students
for a semester." said Cordoba.
·~

"'

z"'

"'
"'

.

Photo by Howard Pace

Edgar Cordoba

'P'f?·grea.sive \pr>'gres-iv\ adj 1 • : of, relating to, or charnctc:nzc:d by progress b: making use of or interested in new ideas.,
lind1n~s, or opportunities c : of, rclatmg 10, or constiluting an
educatiOnal tlieory marked by emphasis on the individual child,
mform~lity of classroom procedure, and encouragement of seJfJ
e,.press10n 2 : of, relaring Ia, or characterized by progression 3
: movmg forward or onward : ADVANCING 4 : increasing io'
cxt~nt or sevenly. <a "' disease> 6 often cap : of or relating to
pollucaJ Progressives 6.: of. relatin~ to, or constituting .a verb
form _rhat e.xpresses acuon or stale 1n progress ar the t1me of
speakmg or a time spoken of- pro.grea.sive.Jy adv- pro-greSo

'
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"We would like to have the books
returned, though, as soon as the
students and faculty members
have utilized them."
Even though Zimmerman
loans out books for up to a full
academic year, the library reser·
ves the right to recall a book af·
ter two weeks if another person
requests it.
"The recall mechanism is a
prime factor--without it you have
no circulation policy," Cordoba
said. "If you have no effective
recall system, the library itself
won't be effective."
Cordoba said the complaints he
has received, from both students
and faculty, question whether
Zimmerman's recall system
works.
"The longer the loan period,
•
•
•
•
Photo by
the better it is for the borrower,"
Dav1d GarcJa, professwnal ptgeon judge, wtth bird in
he said. "And the shorter it is,
the better for the person who
wants a book that has already
been checked out. It's a tug of
war kind of thing."
Cordoba said only about 20 per
cent of Zimmerman's collection is
in constant demand and sub- {Continued from page lJ
jected to recall pressures. In par- for a champion bird. This is an
ticular, he said the works of well- English Trumpeter. They don't
known writers and current coo; they kind of sound like a
literature in sociology and bugle. They judge a trumpeter
psychology are difficult to keep by how well it sticks out its chest
on the shelves.
and a few other things."
Recall requests are now mailed
"Looks like Sidney Greento book holders, bringing fairly street," the reporter said.
good rates of return.
"Looks like Orson Welles,"
"The rate of return after the responded his photographer.
first notice is pretty good and
Mike left to watch some more
averages about 90 per cent," Cor· competition and Scott Lendberg,
doba said. He added that about a 12-year·old, took over as guide
65 per cent of those books still and started discussing some of
out are turned in after sub- the finer points of pigeon
sequent notices are sent.
breeding.
"Telephon'e recalls will bring
"The winter is rough on the
only limited results, but we still birds. I have to get special lamps
try," he said. "If the patron lives to keep them warm and feed
on campus the possibility of them a little more. I feed them
reaching him will increase con- ha'f grain and half pellets," Scott
siderably. We have problems said.
with people who move around
"Once I got ripped of. I bought
frequently."
:;:orne pigeons at a flea market for

only tn the Roots store
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1916 Central SE
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Harry's Hamburgers
1/4 lb. Hambu••ger
Regularly 75¢
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A Local ·pigeon Sh
Breeds Bird-Brains

Look at a pair you've lived with for a while and you'll see two things.
The heels have worn thin.
The soles have become comfortably curved.
Your shoes are actually trying to become Roots".
Roots' slim heel and rocker sole are made for
the way you were born to walk, which helps ~
make them wildly comfortable.
"
.....
And Roots are made in Toronto of top-grain
.... __ Canadian leather, which helps make them
beautiful.
Listen to your shoes. Have a chat with your feet.
Then come see us and try a pair of Roots.
You'l_l find them (in more than a dozen styles) ~ .. , . . , ......

r~ ~
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Complete Volkwagon l
Machine Shop l
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"Be kind to feet. They outnumber people. two 10 one:'

Albuquerque-3107 Eubank Blvd. N.E. (In ScottsdaleVillage)-(505) 293-3377
Scottsdale-7014 5th Avenue-(602) 994-8866
Tucson- University Blvd. and Park Ave. (At University Square)
Las Vegas-2797
Maryland Parkway (Sunrise City Shopping Center)- (702) 7a2·HHOH
·
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The Bachelor of University
(BUS) program has in-

, n:ll~;;~:~~
t•::M:.u.,,1

lsec•ond only to Arts and Sciences
size.
William Huber, Dean of
!Tlniversil;v College, said the BUS
"for those people
feel that structure which
other degree had was
iamtthE!rna to that particul11r per-

Word Meanings

'IflS YOUR INS'URANC£ CbMPANY! 1 ·

I

\

William Huber
hours of upper division courses,
in addition to fulfilling the senior
on-campus
residence
requirement.
There are about 1500 undergraduates working toward a
BUS this semester. Huber said
the program has been graduating

When an administrator says he anticipates "input" from the
what is he saying?
Committ?es thrive on "i~put" because it allows people to talk,
~nd talk, Without ever hav10g to communicate a single idea. Some i
Intelligent and well-educated people have even begun to gloss over ·
with layers of "input."

An Already Sensitive Situation'

Editor:
nection of the following: openA letter you printed in your Oct.
mindedness of a community vs.
23 LOBO has prompted me to
hard work and winning a
relate this rebuttle. Also I believe it
homecoming crown. I do agree
is representative of at least "10,000 with the author's introspective
males," many females and possibly
discernment though; 1) being
a New Mexican governer if there
fooled 2) lamenting over her own
has been a reply from him.
lack of wisdom. As to the wieght
Actually it can be difficult to exof Duffy and a vast amount of inpress the embarrassment one goes timidated males, well, her ailment
through when obvious deviants inexpressed there is most obvious to
flame an already sensitive situation.
an extremely casual observer.
I've been searching my own
Doesn't she think that there ani a
feelings about this controversy that
large amount of intimidated
is desonating in some conscienses females, too? Or would that
and hope to make the findings clear thought promt another gnawing inusing that letter's weaknesses.
security?
She {if indeed that author is a
To comment on the last
"she") expressed, in what is paragraph is to confront a blatant
evolving to be the traditional trust in quantity rather than quality.
posture of defense the "sex
liberators" use, her sentiments
towards the reactions Duffy
recieved at the football game. Editor:
Some of her statements were true,
In 1953, during the fearful Mcbut failed to develope any sub- Carthy Era, Albert Einstein wrote a
stantial respect in me.
friend concerning the suppression
I believe my views are in har- of the freedom ~f intellectuals in
mony with those whose efforts and America:
sacrifices have given us the
The problem with which
privilege of proclaiming in public
the intellectuals of this counour private passtimes. However
try are confronted is very
noble. or demented they may be.
serious.
Reactionary
Also I hope to place an intellegible
politicians have managed to
unction to those who tacitly reflect
instill suspicion of all intheir punctured hopes and do not
tellectual efforts into the
wish to dignify those of the
public by dangling before
homecoming queens sexual pertheir eyes a danger from
suasions by such an encumbered
without. Having succeeded
response.
so far, they are now
Then, there are many folk who
proceeding to suppress the
will not occupy themselves towarfreedom of teaching and to
ds understanding the condition of
deprive of their positions all
the homosexual. .Many do and
those who do not prove subnever arrive at an understanding.
missive, i.e., to starve them
So it is easy to see why folks at the
out.
football game expressed their
While witnessing the arbitrary
resentment by way of boos and denial of tenure to Dr. Stephen
other base retorts, which by the Mann (in contradistinction to the
way, bleachers tend to instigate desires of his own colleagues), one
simply because of their · intrinsic cannot help but be saddened to see
nature reguardless of the event!
that in the 22 years since Einstein
As to the second paragraph of wrote those words, American inthe letter I can't see a logical con- tellectuals have still not won the

Also the misconseption that diverse
careers which persons choose
exempt them from harborinf:! and
ordaining a decadent set of moral
values. Doesn't our recent impeachment teach us this? That unfortunate judiciary era should settle
the fact that in one of the most
solemn and delicate of offices perversity can rear it's ugly head. Job
titles do not validate or invalidate
moral behavior but they should
stimulate temperance equal with
the influence and responsibility
they carry. The course this lust for
"openmindedness" takes could
prove to be the downfall of this
country not to stress one campus!

Film Maker Here

"Input" has its place at UNM only in electronics courses where i
to_somethin_g_real and tangible. It should be the "input" us~r's goal
th1s unspec1f1c catch-all word from their vocabulary. Inaction and
terest are often protected by "input."

Ruben \'aldt>z, from Columbus School of lJaw,
Washington, D.C. will be recruiting nl Chicano

on Oct. 28, 9:30a.m. lo 12;30 p.m.

!n

. "Monies" is the dictionary. But the plural form of money, for
literate people, 1s money. Some people use it because they think it
them appear bright. It doesn't work.
-

Four wrE'k rlass in Assertive Training starts at

:coun<i/i'ng C'rntl'r 12122 Mesa Vista) Tuesday,
3:15 p.m. frN~ for men nnd women
faculty, Cnll 277·3511 or come to

Many times you have heard or read that federal "monies" are
spent (requested, used, stolen, etc.). Does this mean that differentr:,
of currency are involved? "Monies" of the Taxpayers (students the
local government, etc.) is money. Romanian Leis Confeder;te
coun.ter~eit bills ar~ all forms of money, not "monte's." It would be
we d1dn ~ ha~e to fight these cover-up terms, since we all have a
commun1cat1ng anyway.

A t~lk entitled "Why We Need SoC"inlism" will
Oct. 28, rm 231C, SUD, 7 p.m. The
lm,.tin,.,;·n fC'aturc n speaker and film on Taos.
Does your organization want to be a part of
F(lsf," Dl'c. 7 sponsored by Las Campanas?
up applications and rules at the Information
Center in Sl'B oreal! Sandy I.e~ 298·0136 for more
information, Applic-ations d uc Oct.. 31.
Prof. }'ritz Sf"nn of Zurich, Switzerland wiJI
"Thto German Innuence or James Joyce"
Oct, :::.1, 4 p.m. in the Kiva,

DOONESBURY -

Ben Marshall

UNM Guitar Club meeting Mon., Oct. 27, rm.
••A, 7:3() Jl.m. Entcrtainment.. AIIlntcrested

Intellectual Freedom

ATTN, ALL GRAD STUDENTS! MONIES
AVAII,ADLE FOR RESEARCH/ The Student
Alloc-ations Committee CSRACJ is ac·

freedom to hold and profess personal beliefs without being "starved out."
Garrett W. Sheldon

'srpling research proposals in GSA office, rm. 106,
es.nl'adlin(' for £al1'75 is 4:30p.m. Oct 31.
Th<' \Voml.'n Studies rcading room In Marron
Hall, rm 2a3, i5 now open 8 n.m. · 6 p.m. Tues. and
7_b:rs.9a.m. ·111.m. Mon •• Wed., Fri. Our t'ollcc·
fHII:I of hooks, pnmphlt'tS, periodicals and
biliographir on f<'minism 1 Sl'X·slerc>olyping,
ii'Offil'll Writt'rs and otht•r issUeS O[ cont'l'rn to
Wtiml'n. is availahl£> to nil UNM students. Plt':tSt'
tall if Wl" ran h£>1p you in any• way related to

Response
To Madaj
HIS CIJMP!AJNT
SAYS Tfi~>Y've WN
LU6U.,
S!N6/Nt3 /if A/..1.MAC, YIXI HOI/J?S, 8R!3AI<JNe
HAVe 7lJ ~5;SIV!MM!NG
IJNfJ&R.IN 711!3 N/Jt:Je •••
STANfJ.•

Michael O'Connor

Jon Bowman

Miguel Gandert

CONTl</)/S{

I

. ~ymphonyot [,lrt.• presf'nts tWoiO·wt'('ck rlasscs
~~ msir lt>ehnif)Ut's, prih£"iples nnd m<>lhoUs of
4-~ditation E'V('ry TUl'S., 4·5 p.m. nnd ('Very \\t'(•d.,
u p.m .. Honors Center Rm. l3.J. Oprn to nt~w
:~udcnls throughout semt>stcr. F'or furlhl.'r in(o:
8-9120,M-F, lOa.m. !1p.m.

starting an in·cl('plh investigation of the
~att(lr and n,•eds stud£>nts to b('t'oml' involved.
~!la[n(' Baca at the PfnG o!tice in Mt•sa
\,ontart
J~ta l-ia\1.

News Editor

Sarah Seidman

Dni/'L::

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Teresa Coin

Sports Editor
'Harold Smith

Business Manager

~-~ 1kers of-Hand Made lndion Jewnlry
OLDTOWN

Harry Chapman
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Nathaniel Wollman, however,
said he did not favor anyone get·
ting a BUS degree.

'

"'
~

~-

Huber said this problem has
been partially erased over the
years, and he added that the BUS
student can take measures to
help insure employment. BUS
students, he advised, should
always tell the prospective employer what their concentration
was in school and should also
present the employer with a copy
of their transcript.
Arts and Sciences Dean
li

Dli'

r:mmc

Although he was chairman of
the committee which suggested a
BUS program, Wollman said it is
directed at students ''who want a
hard earned degree for a minimal
amount of work.

'0"'
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"These students, who are good
students, take the BUS to cut
corners," he said. "They are interested in handycrafting their
own education."·

I
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Art and. Soul
This is the place to find an unmmal
print or art card at a very
reasonable price. Complete Blue
Mountain line. Old beer and movie
posters. And we don't mind if you
bnn\·se or rest on our window seaL
Scott..... dalc Village
Eubank north of Candelaria Opposite Eu-Can
:'>londay- Sat unlay I 0:00- G:OO

I,
~

I
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Reagan was received warmly at his speech before the Commerce
Association which was attended by some 600 people. He decried advocates of socialism saying everyone could have a bigger slice of the
economic pie if "government will just get out of the. way and let the
free enterprise system make a bigger pie."
He explained the economic problems of America as being influenced by psychological factors. "Wouldn't it be nice if the leaders of
business, labor and the communications media could have a summit
meeting directed towards an exchange of facts. It might be well to
remind the press wilile we cannot have freedom without a free press
they cannot have freedom without a free economy."
In addition Reagan said public opinion in tl.e country is "being
molded into an anti-capitalist mentality."

~~~~~~~~~--

Prescriptions filled ,

...

Lenses replac:i,

, '.,

,

. -. ,.

,;,~

Mon.-Fri.OP9~~~-~t~S

--1

SJ:ClJ [1

I
·1

Sat.
9:00-4:00
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 ......
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STOREWIDE

SALE
Fantastic Savings
on
GUITARS

I

,I

I

I

d
:
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AIDplifiers
Keyboards
And All Accesso••ies
The Best Na10es in Music
TreJUendous Savings:

MASTERS PROGRAM'

Petroleum, l\Iining, l\Ictalurgical
Engineering (Bachelors Degree in Physical
Science or Engineering)
*Research Institute
*Full Stipends
*'7f5 Gmduate Salaries~ 1n,OOO- ~ 17,000
*Contact:
ncan of Gradnatc -Studies
Sew ;,Jexico Institute of ;,(ining
and 1'ecltuology
Socot•t•o, N.JI. 87801
.

I

Both Aecoustical and Electric

I

11

Managing Editor

of th(' "ltlff

Ph ~~n.trol mt•lhods during this time. CMtnct a
p ysrrt,1n protnptly to obtain nnoth{·r birth control
tc-srrip!ion.

a'F rNvv

~'raniutn Companies in NM are violating slnte
l'~n6<'~l'ral regulations concerning water .sn((•ty.

Orlando R. Medjna

Vti'IWS

/1AC, 7/-{[y'J'B .. 06L/NG
Tf.e l'N~! noo/th Center ndvises womo• who
r!fJ5r HA/) A yr;lCAf/0
tht> Mod icon birth control pill to t'om.
/1.1/rJ.eSfASIJN
IJI!Phi<>!othei, pt('Sl'nt cycle, hutto use additional bit·

11

Unsigned bijJtotlals represent a
rna1amv opln10n of the Da1lv Lobo
Staff_ All other colun1r1~ 1 artn•Jtl'> dn(l
rettets r('presont the <JPIPIOn of ttu•
the

l'mrc-Nov.a.

\

Editor-in-Chief

Photo Editor

tJdt>nt

brPublications
submitted inhasperson.
!Mrs. Cox
in
Thunderbird
offict'
.oo~rs.l If you bavl' submitlt'd mat~rhtl in the past
, ~r., Want lL back, come by Thunderbird orrice

~

~

... Reagan Undecided

rm~ro_ns ror an issu!" Spring semt>sler. Written
::Jl'rralshould bl' typed and a<"companil'd hy sl•lf·
h r{'ssed, -;tamped rl'turn l'nvelopc. Art work

~~==========u~tould
,.
. h

his talk, he will show his film
"Castro Street" and also uncut
footage he shot while traveling
the country this past summer.
Baillie's presentation is free
and open to all interested per·
sons.

hard time convincing the employer he or she had indeed
graduated from the University."

~

IContinui'd from pagl' 1J

.T~undt>rhird fiterary magazinl' i_., accl'pting sub-

A.M. Madaj:
If I feel like some fresh air at 3:00
in the morning, it seems only fair
1hat I should get it. The fact that it's
more dangerous for me, as a
female, to get fresh air, than a
male, is the cross I bear.
If I'm strong, I will be able to
stand up under the pressure. If I'm
weak, I'll stay home.
Why do you advocate weakness
for females?
Misinterpretation of ·signals is
forgivable. However, people normally try to verify their interpretations with a sligh.tly more
tangential approach than immediate physical action, especially
before acting in such a committed
way.
Jan Deininger

Features Editor

Film maker Bruce Baillie will
speak in the Student Union
Theatre tonight at 7 p.m.
Baillie, the founder of Canyon
Cinema, is considered among the
major independent film makers
in America today. In addition to

Wr.ml'n Sr udics 1271·3930 ).

Editorial Board
authut ami do riot o;p,, es~,wly r,flncJ

initiP~~roii;;;int~ ~~~:~!

between 400 and 500 students
each year.
He said about 25 per cent of all
BUS graduates have gone on to
graduate school with a majority
of them continuing their
education at UNM.
·"We .don't know of any
graduate school that has refused
to accept a BUS graduate
because he or she had a BUS·
degree," Huber said., "Obviously
there have been plenty of BUS
graduates who have been refused
admission to graduate school just
as thece are plenty of Bachelor of
Arts
graduates who are
refused."
_
He said BUS students used to
have problems finding jobs, but
these problems can be solved if
the student knows how to approach employers.
"In our first three years, we
did find that because the BUS
was brand new and because no
other school had such a totally
unstructured degree, there was a
problem with employers who
didn't \mow what it was," he
said. "The student often had a

!\,,

P>

BUS Degree Second to A&S in Popularity

O~nions

,.

"0

The Guitar Shop

]
]

221.2 Cent•·al Ave. SE
266-2338
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Capote Has Answers to Evetythi.ng

-

-

----

Lobos Upset WAC-leading Arizona, 44-34
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By Teny England
After his speech at Popejoy
Hall Wednesday night, Truman
Capote went to the Mayor's
house to relax while the Beautiful
People hobnobbed around him.
Sometime during the evening of
social intercourse, a local radio
personality asked for· an interview with him the next day.
Capote, who may have talked
from mellowness brought on by
screwdrivers, said yes.
The next day, we hurried down
to the Four Seasons Motor Hotel
at 11 a.m., only to find Capote
wasn't quite ready. So we went
over to set up a table. "We"
being local radio personality
Alan Dumas and his assistant Joe
Monahan from KUNM, who
hoped to get something to air on
the public affairs program, and
myself, along for the ride mostly.

In our haste to get to the motel
on time, we found out we forgot
to bring any microphone stands.
Monahan was trying to figure out
a way of doing it when Capote
(who had by now joined us) came
to our rescue. "I'll hold one,': he
said. So he sat down with that
microphone in both hands,
paying no more attention to it
than he would a banana.
The first question had to do
with the literary style Capote is
credited with starting. There
was mention of Norman Mailer
starting the form, but Capote
quickly set the record straight:
"Norman didn't start it, I started it. When I was writing In
Cold Blood, Norman Mailer used
to come to see me quite often and
I explained to him what I was
doing, that I was writing an entirely factual book set in the form

of a novel, or using all the
creative techniques that you can
bring to fiction. Norman used to
laugh and say to me 'Oh, that's
ridiculous, what's really happening here is a failure in
imagination.' I said, 'Well, it's a
failure of imagination on your
part."
Capote said when the book

By Jo Lopez
TUCSON, Ariz.--Arizona fans
stunned. Their football
rated thirteenth in the
was undefeated and was
.• l.l•rM.m!! its homecoming. But
Mexico ended all that as the
defeated the Wildcats, 44Saturday afternoon in
'

The game was a great of·
fcnsive matchup between the
two teams. It set the highest offehsive game record in theW AC.
There was 1151 total offense for
both teams in the Arizona-Lobo
meeting. The previous record
was 1126 yards in the 1972
meeting of Utah and Colorado
State.

'W

~

gained most of his yardage
scrambling from Lobo defenders
who managed to sack the Wildcat
quarterback a few times and
caused a loss of 26 rushing yards
for the opposing team .
"Our running game came of
age,'' Mandt said. "We ran with
force and determination." Mondt
Lobo

r~i~WJ.
~

came out and nlade $2,000,000
almost overnight, Mailer then
saw the possibilities.
Other writers who have picked
up on this "new" journalism
generally don't impress Capote
either.
"Well, Jimmy Breslin, I mean,
I wouldn't say that he works in
that form at all. Because first of
all, Jimmy Breslin, even when he
is doing straight reporting,
. ;I
makes up half of what he puts in
those columns, you know. He's
Photo by Terry
.AJ•
quite irresponsible. But, anyway,
Truman Capote and his friend mike
he's a bad writer, too.''
by Jo Lop!'z
novelist isn't necessarily a repor- and the two young boys
Tom Wolfe, however fares a
ter, just as a reporter isn't were on trial as being as!:ociJ!If '"•••tnn Hall, No. 83, gathers in his first touchdown pass of the season for the Lobo's
little better.
necessarily a novelist, and it does
with him were of absolutely 'oor.rmrl six-pointer of the UNM-Arizona game. The catch put the 'Pa.ck ahea.d 14·7. UA 's
Arthur Knight - creator of Playboy
"I think he has a very original require, for it to really come off, interest psychologically.
40 Dennis Anderson unsuccessfully defends. ·
magaz.lne's popular and provocative
hepped-up style. I think he has a an ability to do those two things;
"When
you
got
down
to
Coach Bill Mandt praised Myer
UNM's offense was not just
series Sex in the Cinema is on tour with
built-in thing that's going to to be able to weld them
ghint it was just a plain old
also
had
high
words
for
the
generated
by Myers passing, as
his exciting film · lecture presentation The
cause him a lot of trouble as time together.''
crime
and
the
only
thing
ll<rh>rh:,,.k's
protectors.
"That
Myer
also
used
the option, han·
History of Sex in the Cinema
goes one, which is that all his
Capote at one time was in- made it curious was A, the
Myer.
He's
a
great,
great
ding
off
to
his
running
backs who
Because sex has always been Topic A
work is written in a highly per- terested in writing about the mous number of victims,
rback. Anyone who
drove through an oft-times
so far as movies are concerned, Mr.
sonalized slang, you know, and case in Houston where 27 boys
what really did interest me
different was wrong. nonexistent Wildcat defense.
Knight will skillfully and entertainingly
it's amusing the first time were tortured and murdered, but
The UNM women's volleyball
the fact that these 27 boys
our offensive line was sen- Freshman Mike Williams was team finally tasted the fruits of
relate the alternating periods of per·
around. But it dates very later changed his mind because
have disappeared so cornpl,;te:
. Myer was never sacked New Mexico's leading rusher victory this weekend, but still
missiveness and repression in the movies,
quickly.''
he lost interest. "I did go to without their families ra1sm2
that's
the reason he had such with 118 yards in 22 carries sur· did not win a match.
to their historical, sociological and
Most writers Capote knows Houston, and I did attend the uproar, or without their
day."
passing Bobby Forrest's season
psychological roots.
are now trying the nonfiction preliminary trial before they got particularly missed or not:iced ..
The
Lobos
beat
the
senior
Myer
completed
26
high
individual rushing mark of Albuquerque YMCA 15-13 but
novel that he pioneered, he said. a postponement. But once I really thought that that SOCIO!Cig!Cill
38 passes for 351 yards, and 83 in the Lobos last game.
He thinks it will become an im- went into it I found I was not inalso lost twice to them by the
was a peculiar ph,enclmtmon;
only one interception. He
The Lobos had more yardage same score in the New Mexico
portant
form
of
literature
in
the
terested in the thing.
Box Office & Popejoy Hall
that has sornet~nu1g
for four touchdowns. on the ground than the Wildcats State Invitational this past
future, and he feels the impact is
the
kind
of
drift
TD receptions were who were leading the WAC in weekend. UNM also fell to New
"Quite aside from the fact that
$1.00 General Admission $2.50
being felt now. But he adds a few
life.''
in
order of score by senior rushing offense. The Lobos had Mexico State 15·1, 15-2 and
the
main
protagonist
was
deacl,
cautionary words: "You know, a
The rest of the time we
junior Preston Hall, 246 net yards rushing while Howard College 15-1, 15-7.
about anything that came
om ore Preston Dennard; Arizona could only manage 122.
Lobo Coach Kathy Marpe said,
mind. Capote has an answer
freshman Ray Cameron. The Wildcats leading rusher was "We played better than the
all:
en nard was the I e ad in g their quarterback Bruce Hill scores indicate and played well
On rock music: "I think
with eight catches and with 68 yards in 10 carries. Hill as a team for the first time."
heading nowhere. I mean, I
yards. Dennard made some
it's sort of reached a peak.
diving catches looking like a
they can make a big deal
poss:ible candidate for a second·
Bruce Springsteen you
All-conference title.
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
forget the whole thing."
',
On American journalism: '
think the criticism about
DO YOU
Hearst and Lynette Fromme
all that is quite justified. All
is feeding cocaine to a cocaine
diet."
Earn $ 10 a week

Arthur Knight

worth a whole football season.''
The Lobos were leading by 20
points at least twice during the
game in the second hal!, but were
faced with a mere three-point
lead with 4:51 left to go in the
game.
"We had to go with the ball and
we had to go on the ground. And
we did it. I couldn't be more
proud of the poise our team
showed in front of 35,000 fans
who were for the other team,"
Mondt said about the Lobos last
drive. The Lobos went 78 yards
in 12 plays to eat up almost four

.
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during this game'when earlier in
the fourth quarter Williams went
in from the one-yard line.

I
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General Store
111 Harvard SE
Levi's Pre-Washed Jeans

""'

Thursday November 13
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall

minutes of the game before
scoring on a Williams four-yard
rush up the middle. It was only
the second touchdown scored by
New Mexico for the season on the
ground for the season. The other
rushing touchdown also ramc

'~

Southwest's Finest Head Shop

....JIIt.:t·

Volleyballers
Blitzed Again

I

I
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Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB

Students

n
.,

n
u

POPEJOY HALL
and

NEED

CASH?

Albuquerque Children's Theatre
Present

The Ballet

Peter and The Wolf
and

The Hilarious Comedy

Bracko, The Prince Frog
Saturday & Sunday November 1, ·2 at 1 :80 and 8:80 pm Each Day
Tickets- Advance 81.25- Groups 10 or more Sl.OO each
All Tickets Day of Performance S 1.50
Telephone 277-8121

On the people he hangs
with: "As to being attracted
powerful people that's not
true so much as a lot of
like that have been ~u.r~c,ted
me."

~ Free Films
*~" Today

donate twice weekly

BLOOD
DONOR CENTER

$ Halloween Horror

*~ People
*~ 10:00, 11:00 & 1:00

DOCTOR IN

The Cat~

~ In the SUB Theatre
~

Sponsored by ASUNM
& Student Activities

!
***************

'

LA SMA
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

i
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RESIDENCE

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE
I 307 CENTRAL NE
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AN IDEA IS BORN
Sometimes a great idea comes out of a doodle.
This nne resulted in a super looking and very
comfortable wedding hand. In sterling or 14k
gold, Custom made to your finger size exclusively at ...
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Pedro SE, 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms.
10°!0 discount for students with ID, Quick service,
Used TVs for sale,
11/5

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

,.:

""

RBtes: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Adv~rtisements run five or more
consil,!cutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, lno refunds if cancelled
before five inscrticms). Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid Jn advance,
Marron Hall rodm 131 or by mail to;
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
t.lbuql•erque, N.M.
S7131.

PERSONALS

1.
0

·d@

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friendswhocareatBirthrlght.247-9819.
tfn

,=s

'i'ARO'l' PAI~M I-CHING readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8, See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30

Q;l

WANT TO HENT garage near campus for car
storage, 277-5287.
10/30

~

Z

00:
<V

b.O

~

AM/FM S-truck recorder with all the goodies.
$B.86 per month, 256-3505.
11/14

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, liS San

t-

AC'rORS. If you have -lalent, the world ne>eds
to know-we have the place, ,
C.all 1'ohy
296-7555. •
10/28

iiAPPYBrRTHDAY, TIM DAVIS!
10/27
NICK-Tomorrow !or luneh I'll be walking from
the SUB to the south side of Johnson Gym across
Central to the Pawn shop down the- allwy to Car·
raro's. I will then sit in their patio and wait. Be
There. Mary,
10/28
I JUST LOVE a man in Air Force pink. Jon. 10/27

2.

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Ring setting with square turquoise ston;
in center. Ann, 255-1936.
10/27

FOUND: MECHANICAL PENCIL, Mitchell Hall,
Rm 110. Call256·3479nfter 7:00pm.

10/27

FOUND; 2 month old female kitten, white
w/gray. 200 block Stanford. 266-4564.
10/27
LOST: 'Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hull, 266.'

5122.

.

I0/30

HIGH QUALITY wedding photography. Rensona·
ble rates, Call268-66~7.
10/31

4.

FOR RENT

EFFICIENCY CO'rTAGE $90 month, utilities
paid, 508 5th St. SW, 266-1402/842·6162 after 5:30

p.m.

10/29

YALE & CENTRAL SE, Student preferred. One·
bdrm deluxe, $160, Two-bdrm $200. 268-0525,

10/30
BEST°F~u"n'-N~IS~H~E~n~UN~M~a-p-,,~tm--en-ts-.-,-p,-e~io-us
one bedroom, security, dishwasher, much more,
208-209 Columbia SE. $175 bills paid, Call
255-2685.
.
.
10/31
SHARE HOUSE Near campus, 277-2907, 256·
7285, Sion Ra veed.
10/31

5.

FORSALE

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLg louring centtr.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
tfn
BicYCLES~· Lowest prices and largest st>lcclion
of th(' finest European mnkt>s. GilanPs $115: Bertins $165, Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-spccd ndjustmf'nt $10. R.C. Hallett's
World Chnmp_ion Ricydes, 2122 Cor1l PI SE,
843-9278.
tfn
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Walcr bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3,107
Central NE, 268-8455.
12/4.
LIKE NEW SET Britannica Encyclopedias, $100.
243-5447 home, 277-2409 oftice, 955 Buena Vista

SE, Apt L211.
CLOSING

10/24

OUT

Stereo

Department. Stereo
orr. All reasonable
offers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,

Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 50%

256-3505,

11/14

SENSIBLE TRANSPOR'l'A'riON gets 200 mpg,
Quiet, European motorbicyclcs $385. First 15
buyers $15 off, 256-7285.
1027

=
SIGN PETITION to support TSGT. Matlovieh at
AFROTC Building.

NECCHJ ZIGZAG '75 closeout, Buttonholes,
blindhems, embroiders, $39 or 10 payments of

14.00, 262-0637.

11/14

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. Certifi~d instruction & coordinalion of group purchases, For
information write P .0. Box 25026, 87125.
10/27
ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4,00, Interpretations, $15, Unique birthday,
Christmns gift, Professional Astrologer, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247,
10/30

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any c-ondition.

293·1818.

10/31

"HEY PROGRAMMER! The UNM Computing
Center bas openings "for students who are interQsled in working as part-lime programming
consultants, Applicants should be ramiliar with
CALL-OS, FORTRAN, ALGOL-W, and basic

GHEA'f DEAI420" color TV for Jess than most
\Jsed B&W's/good condition/ keep calling
266-3833.
10/30

10/30

NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2lens like new
$195, 842-8517 evenings.
10/29
LEARN TO FLY-Hang glider; harness:
lessons-complete package $325. Jay 265-9472,
Dave 292-0459.
10/29

265-5495,
10/30
---------------·--

7401 M

i~QST-;J::;;g;-;hi~&t~oyd·Malamule cross
from 409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Re>ward for
return. Please eall262-0444.
11/3

ioim EYf;- GI;ASSESO;uo,

Mitchell Hall

womens restroom. Tina. 836-1021.

3. SERV.ICES
t:X\V ·sci-woi. AO~ir~~SriJN

par(' now, (':lll Pr!Jf('s~ional Edueators of New
M('xico, Inc, 2J}5-40GO.
11/H

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTllU-SIAST;-;lud;,;tsl
Custom bfack·and-wJ1ite processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushproct'ssing o( film. Contact
Bhn•ts or custom proofs. High quality enlargcmen·
ts, mounting, ett. Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
oreometol717GirardBivdNE.
tin

10127

EMPLOYMENT

DRUMMER WANTED for metal guitar trio.
Must be hot and nasty and willing to travel, 266·

2127.

THE

1114

WANTED 15 l~-;nth old infants to parti·
cipnte in study ot how bahies learn. For more in·
formation call Dr. Harniek. weekdays at the Psy·
(hology Dept. UNM 277-4209.
10!27
EDITOiuAL- ASSiSTANci·--on dissertationS,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
r

10127
·~~------

-~--=-·--~

----

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IDM sel('ctrie. Guar·
anteed aecuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147.

STORE

10/27
FELLAS! If you want to serve your counlry In a
non-military organization, Join the US Air Force.

. 10 27
THE AIR FORCE is looking for a few good boys.

10/27
FREE, Good home, Black Lab X puppy, 255-1Wl4,

10/28

The Giznto has footweaJ.•
fo•• all.

'~CONVERSE ALL ST.
·. . ,____

,_

-

~--~ - - =

· - - - - · - ·--~~-

High and low tops available
in all colors ... s1 1119

DURANGO BOOTS
Many styles to choose f

and

NFL Football Follies

~CMEBOOTS
\Vestern at1d casual styles

Continuous Showing 10 am · 3 pm

SUB Ballroom Lobby
October 27 thru Oct. 31
Sponsored by ASUNM & Student Activities

Free Daytime Activities Lecture

Ken PetersonWhom do you see when
you see a Person?
12 noon · 1 pm

10 '2·1
-- -·

GIZMO

10/29

WE PROMISE YOU a rose garden. US Air 1-,orcc,

Flash Gordon No. 9

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lo.;;,;t
prices in town. Fast, pl('asfng. Ne:tr UNM. Call
~-5·2~4·1 or -~orne to 1717 Gir!ird Blvd N:.:·=E:...._ _
WILl. TYPE PAI'EIIS. Call Kim 265·3292.

5

Free Daytime Activities Video Tapes

10/31

T~st.iiec. ·s.···p;~~

• NE

LEGNANO 10-spced, blue, excellent condition,
58cm frame, universal brakes, Campnnola derailer, four rims, $95. Can after 6pm, 299-1583.

6.

SUB Theatre

Sponsored by ASUNM & Student Activities

AND

GEORGIA GIANT fiiKING
AND HUNTING BOOTS
The Giznto is offet•iug 10%
off ou all boots to UN~I
students witlt this ad %
302 CENTRAL SW 242-5055
"Serving UN~I for 30 years!"

-

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo ___· _ time(s) beginning
-~-· under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !;i.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

DAILY
Tuesday, October 28, 1975

Couches
Lounges
Love Seats
Discs - Chairs
Refills
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
10% off with this ad

TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8·10. Go-cart, $25.

SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale. Call

New Mexico

LOBO

Popejoy Remembered
By Orlando Medina
In an age of enlightenment, when even poetic
are scrutinized for possible offensive inlero,nc,es, we are often left mute in terins of
In terms of former UNM president
L. Popejoy, who passed away last Friday,
is only one description: UNM's patron is
and he left no heirs.
Popejoy, president of UNM from 1948 to 1968,
a native New Mexican born in Raton in 1902,
except for some graduate level work done at
University of Illinois and the University of
.(lalifornL'a, was a product of the University of New
~e>dco . He entered UNM as an undergraduate,
some graduate work here, became an
instructor here, was an executive
to his predecessor, President James F.
~imtme:rm:m (Popejoy was acting UNM president
Zimmerman was ill between 1940 and 1945),
·~ccame UNM's comptroller in 1945 and assumed
UNM presidency in 1948.
. Popejoy was the first and only native to ever
~cc,~me the President of UNM.
Popejoy's term encompassed the growth, peak
eventual death of America's last great witch
(with apologies to Salem, Mass.), the great
Communist Menace.
It was during this time of the so called
'.bla.ckl'ist~;" that Popejoy ran head on several
with zealots of the purge movement and
~stablished UNM as a prime and protective area of
·(ca,dem.ic freedom.
the realm of Academic Freedom,
was considered a top administrator,
and lobbyist. His words always entailed
•W"Imediate action and in one classic example in
when Popejoy addressed a state convention
the American Legion, which had been severely
· of the University.
The controversy entailed events such as the
of a resolution, printed by the New York
by seven UNM professors calling for the
a,bollishmeJat of the national House Committee on
~n·Americ~an activities.
Another instance centered around student and
dissension over a National Defense and
~~~~~~~~~~Act requirement for loans. Students
r1
the loans were required to sign a
oath before they would be considered for
loan.
Popejoy had earlier addressed several angry
, Mexico legislators concerning the event and
l'(hen he appeared before the Legion convention, in
~~~ words of former LOBO editor and present
ep1tor of the New Mexico Independant, Mark
Ac?.fl· "He told them to basically put up or shut

t, . . ".·.-' ':
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Alan Wilson
"There was no Senate meeting
last week so I couldn't ask them
to lower the amount from $1150
back to $789. I have to veto it
now or-it goes into Jaw," he said.

!<

'i
'

''

.

~

The fall general election, which
includes the selection of 10
ASUNM senators and the new
Constitution, will be held Nov.12
and has not yet been allocated
money by the Senate.
Wilson said, "BSU has waited
patiently and I'm sorry to delay
them further, but ASUNM needs
to finance the election."

'I

i

l

'i
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fContinued on p:~gc 9J

Bicycle Datnages and Accidents Increase

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

t"'' ':·' . .,

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
~- -"''
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Phul;! hy Dan H(•rrf'ril
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The speech which Popejoy delivered was entitled, "Second-Class Citizenship," and dealt
heavily with the contributions made by UNM
towards a patriotic America but the real text of
By Aurora Lawrence
the speech dealt with academic freedom and
Air pollution on campus is second only to thai at Winrock Center, a
freedom of speech guaranteed UNM faculty and
students. (In this particular case, the freedom of city Environmental Health Dept. (EHD) official told a group of UNM
journalism students.
speech for the campus newspaper.)
Harry M. Davidson, air resources manager, said in a talk last week
his
division, which has been making a study of pollution on campus,
"It goes without saying almost that the University is a place of learning, where students and has offices at Hokona Hall and has been working with the UNM
faculty members in an uninhibited way are sear- Buildings and Grounds Dept. and Campus Safety.
Davidson also said: -·His office will make recommendations for
ching for the truth. ·
pollution
control to the UNM administration after Jan.l;
"A university becomes great then when the
··A
study
conducted last summer on campus showed a 20 per cent
quality of the faculty and student body is
reject
rate
of
all vehicles tested;
high-when the faculty and students work in an at··The study provided the basic pass-fail criteria for emission tests
mosphere of freedom-freedom to learn and
freedom to teach without any interference," which will be given begjnning Jan.l and
--He does not know what percentage, if any, of campus parking will
Popejoy said.
be abolished.
He went on to read the Principles of Academic
Bernalillo County's 250,000 "uncontrolled polluters," slowly
Freedom approved by the American Association of poisoning themselves on their own exhaust fumes, face citations
Univeristy Professors and the UNM faculty in beginning Jan. 1, he said.
1940. He said academic freedom was good for the
Police will stop vehicles with visible emissions or running im·
students as they would feel that they are receiving properly under the city traffic code.
·
all the facts from an instructor who wasn't "muzEmission tests will be given by EHD units working along side "the

Marron Hall, Room 132

Placed by _ _ __

The Black Student Union
(BSU) is in financial limbo again.
Alan Wilson, Associated Students of UNM (ASUNMJ President
yesterday said he will veto their
appropriation bill because of
other pressing ASUNM financial
obligations.
"We still have an election to
fund," he said, "and we are
obligated to the comprehensive
recruitment bill since the Senate
created it."
The recruitment project has
not received an allocation from
the Senate this semester.
BSU was defeated on the
ASUNM budget in last spring's
general election. It was defeated
602 to 683, the closest margin of
defeat on the whole budget. BSU
asked for $2,800 on the budget.
BUS asked the Senate to increase the $789 figure on its
allocation bill to $11_50 during the
Oct. 15 Senate meeting. The
Senate approved the increase
and passed the allocation bill that
same night.
"Apparently they (BSU) didn't
trust Senate to give them any
money" next semester," Wilson
said, s.o they asked for $300
more in case they didn't get any
more money.

UNM's Air Pollution
Second to Winrock's

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Enclosed$~--

.i]

Tom Popejoy·

zled~

I

Black Student Union
Bill To Be Vetoed

Quality Bean Bag Furniture

LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bolls alwnys at T_he
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 CentralS~, 243·6054. t.fn

298·7065,

i.i

Bean Bag Village

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in
need of good home. Tom 292-0423.
10/30
LOST: FEMALE Irish Scttl>r 3-yrs old, Silver
rhnin. no lavs. Reward. 247·4636,
10/30

10/27

h
II

OS JCL, Knowledge of other
languages snd OS Utilities is ueslmbte,
required. Persons applying for
concerned with helping the novice computer,;;~
but must be capable of interacting i
levels of proficiency, Applications
.... ,..-:'0
Room 120 or the Computing Center.
great way to er1rn ~orne extra cash Wnllcol!;oJu,!
ning more about writing and
programs."

-~-~~-----------

P.y Joe Donnelly
Both bicycle accidents in
Albuquerque and damages
caused by bicycles at UNM have
been increasing in 1975.
There were 148 bicycle related
accidents in the city from
January to September as compared to 144 in 1974.
Officer R. L. Steffenhagen of
the Albuquerque Police Depart·
ment's traffic analysis projected
the final figures for 1975 to be
close to 180 accidents.
One person has died riding a
bicycle this year. There were no
deaths in 1974. Steffenhagen said
he didn't expect any more deaths
to occur because of cooler
weather forcing less people to
ride bikes.
There have been 125 bike
related injuries through Sep·
tember of this year. Steffenhagen projects 152 injuries to

occur this year. There were 160
bike injuries in 1974 and 188 in
1973, Most of these accidents and
injuries are the result of
collisions with motor vehicles.
Tom Slaybaugh, traffic safety
coordinator for the Middle Rio
Grande Council of Governments,
said 57 of the 160 people injured
in 1974 were between the ages of
15 and 24 years old. Fifty-two of
the injuries were elementary
school·aged children between 10
and 14.
Slaybough said 115 of last
year's 144 accidents occurred
during daylight. He said the
amount of bicycles and cars
during daytime cause an increase
in accidents.
Joe C. McKinney, University
planner, said that bicyclists are
causing accidents and damage to
University property.
lContinu!•d on' pagC' 31
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